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Proving lost profits to a reasonable certainty



Policy issues related to large verdicts awarded for lost profits



Understanding the limitations on lost profits



Evidence and methodology



Defending against lost profits



Daubert challenges to expert testimony



Case law analysis
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You must “prove” something that never happened
You must demonstrate the profits that would have been
obtained, “but for” …[the breach, interference, etc.]
You must prove the fact of loss and amount of loss to a
“reasonable certainty”
You must rule out other causes of the loss
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Compensation for a loss with court imposed limitations



Restatement (Second) of Contracts §347
◦ The injured party has a right to damages based on his expectation
interest as measured by (a) the loss in value to him of the other
party's performance caused by its failure or deficiency, plus (b)
any other loss, including incidental or consequential loss, caused
by the breach, less (c) any cost or other loss that he has avoided
by not having to perform.
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Restatement (Second) of Contracts
◦ §350 Avoidability – Mitigation
◦ §351 Unforseeability
◦ §352 Uncertainty
◦ §353 Loss Due to Emotional Disturbance
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Generally, lost profits are damages for the loss of net income
to a business.
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Permanent Loss = Diminished Value Claim
◦ Value at Event, less Value After the Event = Damages



Temporary Loss = Lost Profit Damages
◦ Damage period is the facts based period it will take the Plaintiff to
be put back into the position prior to the wrongful event.
◦ Contract period, historical relationships, historical retention rates,
etc.
◦ No case facts establishing a damage period, future losses become
more speculative
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Restatement (Second) of Contracts §352 (1981): “Damages
are not recoverable for loss beyond an amount the evidence
permits to be established with reasonable certainty.”
The "reasonable certainty" standard has been adopted by
every jurisdiction.
◦ Robert L. Dunn - Recovery of Damages for Lost Profits - 6th ed.,
2005, cites authorities from 36 states
◦ ALR – Recovery of Anticipated Lost Profits - 55 A.L.R. 4th 507
(1987) cites 41 jurisdictions
◦ TAS Distrib. Co. v. Cummins Engine Co. – 491 F.3d 625, 632 (7th
Cir. 2007) (all jurisdictions enforce reasonable certainty).
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(1) the proof of fact of damage, and



(2) the amount of damage.
◦ New York – “It must be demonstrated with certainty that such damages
have been caused by the breach …” Kenford Co., Inc. v. Erie Cty., 67
N.Y.2d 257, 493 N.E.2d 234 (1986)
◦ California – “Lost profits … Not only must such damages be pled with
particularity …, but they must be proven to be certain both as to their
occurrence and their extent, albeit not with ‘mathematical precision.’”
Greenwich S.F., LLC v. Wong – 190 Cal.App.4th 739, 754, 118 Cal. Rptr.3d
531 (2010)
◦ Texas – “In order that a recovery may be had on account of loss of profits,
the amount of the loss must be shown by competent evidence with
reasonable certainty.” Southwest Battery Corp. v. Owen, 115 S.W.2d 1097,
1099 (Tex. 1938)
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"The generally accepted rule is that, where it is shown that a
loss of profits is the natural and probable consequences of
the act or omission complained of, and their amount is shown
with sufficient certainty, there may be a recovery therefor; but
anticipated profits cannot be recovered where they are
dependent upon uncertain and changing conditions, such as
market fluctuations, or chances of business, or where there is
no evidence from which they may be intelligently estimated.
So evidence to establish profits must not be uncertain or
speculative. It is not necessary that profits be susceptible of
exact calculation, it is sufficient that there be data from which
they may be ascertained with a reasonable degree of certainty
and exactness." Southwest Battery Corp. v. Owen, 115 S.W.2d
1097, 1098 (Tex. 1938) (affirming award of lost profits).
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Freedom to contract promotes business



The "rule of certainty" encourages entrepreneurial risk taking



The "standard of certainty" was developed as a convenient
means of keeping within the bounds of reasonable
expectation the risk which litigation imposes upon
commercial enterprise. Charles T. McCormick, Handbook on
the Law of Damages 124 (1935).
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Robert M. Lloyd, Professor at Univ. of Tennessee – The
Reasonable Certainty Requirement in Lost Profits Litigation:
What it Really Means. 12 Tenn. J. Bus. L. 10 (2010)






Celebrity Cruises, Inc. v. Essef Corp., 478 F.Supp. 2d 440, 447-55
(S.D. N.Y. 2007) (jury award of more than $190 million vacated
because plaintiff's evidence did not show loss with reasonable
certainty);
Southern Pac. Commc'ns. Co. v. AT&T, 556 F. Supp. 825, 1073-95
(D.D.C. 1982) (rejecting damage claims seeking $1.5 billion (after
trebling) on basis that evidence insufficient to prove them with
reasonable certainty) (antitrust damages);
Texaco, Inc. v. Pennzoil Corp., 729 S.W. 2d 768, 831, 866 (Tex. App.
1987) (upholding verdict for $8.5 billion, reduced from $11 billion,
against arguments that jury instructions did not require proof with
sufficient certainty) (tortious interference).
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Story Parchment Co. v. Paterson Parchment Paper Co., 282
U.S. 555 (1931). "It is true that there was uncertainty as to
the extent of the damage, but there was none as to the
fact of damage; and there is a clear distinction between
the [1] measure of proof necessary to establish the fact
that petitioner had sustained some damage and [2] the
measure of proof necessary to enable the jury to fix the
amount." (Sherman Anti-Trust Act).
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Certainty Rule



Wrongdoer Rule



Best Evidence Rule



New Business Rule
◦ The courts consider these "rules" in light of the facts of each case
when determining whether or not the evidence is sufficient for an
award of lost profits.
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John D. Copanos & Sons, Inc. v. McDade
Rigging and Steel, 43 Md.App. 204 (MD.
1979). Plaintiff started business in 1963,
purchased Zanasi capsule machine in 1972.
Defendant hired to move machine to 2nd
floor of factory on Oct. 2, 1973, and machine
was destroyed. Replacement obtained Dec.
31, 1973.
Elements for recovery of unrealized profits:
(1) plaintiff shows that a breach by a
defendant was the cause of the loss; (2) it is
shown that defendant could have reasonably
foreseen that a loss of profits would be a
probable result of the breach; and (3) the lost
profits are proved with reasonable certainty.
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"The real concern in considering lost profits as an element of damages is not
whether the business is old or new, but rather whether anticipated profits
can be shown with reasonable certainty so that the evidence rises above
speculation or conjecture."
Plaintiff had been in business as a manufacturer of pharmaceuticals for 10
years with its profits increasing yearly.
Plaintiff lost contracts for the sale of encapsulated ampicillin due to the
destruction of the capsule machine.
The activity of making a profit by making encapsulated penicillin was
foreseeable by defendant.
Detailed evidence of the number of sales lost, the prices, and the costs were
presented. Direct profits were lost due to the destruction of the machine.
The facts established lost profits were foreseeable.
Reversed and remanded for a new trial to give plaintiff the opportunity to put
on its proof of lost profits.
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Plaintiff created Telestron in 1983 to create and market a programmable
thermostat, the T-2000. Plaintiff contracted with Texas Instruments to
develop the microprocessor.



Two years later, TI failed to deliver a working product.



Plaintiff sought $54 million in lost profits.
◦ The measure of damages for loss of profits is net profits, which is defined as “what
remains in the conduct of a business after deducting from its total receipts all of the
expenses incurred in carrying on the business.”
◦ Two reasonable methods the jury might have used to calculate Teletron's lost profits
include: (1) if each of the nine distributors purchased only 50 units per month—the
amount expected for them to buy—over the course of a year, at Teletron's net profit
margin of .37, Teletron would have netted $500,000; and (2) if each of the nine
distributors purchased 200 units per month—the amount that a distributor testified
that “it didn't appear like we would have any problem” selling per month—over the
course of three months, at the net profit margin of .37, Teletron would have netted
$500,000. Teletron Energy Mgmt., Inc. v. Texas Instruments Inc., 838 S.W.2d 305,
310 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th] 1992).
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“What constitutes reasonably certain evidence of lost profits
is a fact intensive determination.” Texas Instruments, Inc. v.
Teletron Energy Mgmt., Inc., 877 S.W.2d 276, 279 (Tex.
1994).
◦ A working model of the T-2000 never existed.
◦ A thermostat like the T-2000 has never been produced & sold.
◦ The fact that business is new is but one consideration in applying
the "reasonable certainty" test.
◦ Profits which are largely speculative, as from an activity
dependent on uncertain or changing market conditions, or on
chancy business opportunities, or on promotion of untested
products or entry into unknown or unviable markets, or on the
success of a new and unproven enterprise, cannot be recovered.
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Recreational Data Servs., Inc. v. Trimble Navigation, Ltd., 404
P.3d 120 (Alaska 2017) (RDS v. Trimble)
Plaintiff formed RDS to develop and market a smartphone
preloaded with outdoor software, HuntZone, FishZone,
RecZone. Plaintiff developed the software and partnered with
Defendant for the hardware.
Contrary to the NDA, Trimble developed a competing product
with Cabela's with apps called ReconHunt and ReconFish.
Plaintiff sued and a jury awarded $51.3 million in lost profits.
Court determined that the evidence established legal cause of
harm, but Plaintiff did not present sufficient evidence of
damages.
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Defendant correctly argued on appeal, "the fact of damages"
must be proven by a preponderance of the evidence; "the
amount of damages is a separate factual issue, that in the
case of lost profits, must be proven to a reasonable
certainty…"
“Fact of harm” and “amount of damages” were separate
issues.
Plaintiff sufficiently proved harm but not damages amount.
Court determined the jury was properly instructed that
Plaintiff could prevail on its claims by proving their elements
by a preponderance of the evidence and yet receive no lostprofits damages, if the evidence did not support such an
award to a reasonable certainty.
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Plaintiff pled $111 million in damages;
Presented profit and loss statements from
market research data;
Presented a valuation sketched out on a
whiteboard by a Trimble employee after
Remington announced its withdrawal;



No evidence of similar business profits;



No similar enterprise evidence;





No expert testimony as to economic and
financial data, market surveys and
analyses;
No factual basis, or real-world
corroboration from comparable sources to
show lost profits with reasonable certainty.
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Reasonable Certainty Standard applies to:


(1) the proof of fact of damage



(2) the amount of damage

Evidence Needed to Establish the Standard of Proof:


Management Expertise and Experience



Availability of labor



Availability of capital



The Business Plan



Competition and Markets
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Business Records



Historical Financial Statements
◦ Balance Sheets, Profit & Loss Statements
◦ Revenue by Customer Reports
◦ General Ledger
◦ Three to five years prior to the event (annually)
◦ 12 months prior to the alleged event (monthly)
◦ Monthly financial statements since the date of the event to current



Business financial forecasts - Management budgets (New
Business)
27



Historical Financial Statements
◦ What Form? Depends on the accounting software/ version
 Audited
 10K or 10Q
 Native format (Quick books, Peachtree etc.)
 Excel Download (MAS 90/2000, etc.)



Tax Returns for the same period as Financials – Request all
the schedules
◦ Use to support financial statements that were produced
◦ Possible differences due to cash versus accrual basis accounting

◦
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Debt and credit documentation - Subpoena third-party banks
Contracts – (customer, equipment, facilities, long term
obligations)



Corporate formation documents/ operating capacity limits



Meetings with management



Deposition testimony



Industry trade publications/ professional associations



Federal and government economic data



Public company and competitive resources



Economic/ market / local events
29









Astrostaff – an established Professional Employer
Organization (PEO) wants to go independent
The PEO purchases workers' compensation from its insurance
broker to cover
Insurance broker fraudulently enrolls the PEO into inadequate
workers' compensation coverage program
Conduct of the insurance broker results in the PEO losing
numerous contracts and clients
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Expert’s list of items considered
◦ Basic Economic Research – industry, markets, etc.
◦ Specific PEO Industry Research
 NAPEO Surveys
 Articles
 Data from public companies
 Interviewed PEO WC Insurance expert
 Analyzed WC Market and Issues

◦ Construction & Manufacturing Industry Research
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Analyzed company
◦ Interviewed all management
◦ Reviewed all financial data
◦ Reviewed all operating history – client list, retention, revenues per
site



Analyzed Business Plan
◦ Infrastructure – Sales Rep’s
◦ Computer hardware and Software



Analyzed Expansion Plan
◦ Compared growth in past to plan
◦ Compared growth to industry and other data



Compared to other public PEO’s (Administaff, etc.)
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Causation
◦ Other potential sources of harm must be considered;
◦ Experts must consider causation in the context of lost profits;
◦ Were the damages proximately caused by the defendant's conduct or not;
◦ What are the independent variables that are not related to the defendant's
conduct;
◦ Analysis should be based on logic and reasonableness;
◦ What is happening in regards to similar competitors and similar markets;
◦ Testimony must support a jury's finding of causation in fact.



Demonstrate Lost Profits with Discounted Cash Flow
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Before and After
◦ Compare historical trend - past profits, growth rates, assumed
growth rates, markets, competition, infrastructure, etc.
◦ Injury period



Yardstick
◦ Comparable companies, industry trends or data



Market Share or Specific Contract
◦ Percentage of market share

34
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Discount Rates
◦ Start with “risk free” rate then build up
◦ Can dramatically affect result
 Knox v. Taylor – 992 S.W.2d 40 (Tex. App. – Houston [14th] 1999, no pet.) Libel
and tortious interference with surety business; Expert opines $11,000,000 in
damages, using 25% growth rate and 7% discount rate
 Defense expert, using same model with 2.8% growth based on industry data and
30% discount - $1,000,000



Growth Rates
◦ Why do they always grow?
◦ Support with historical rates, industry data, economic forecasts for
the area or the market
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Market Share
◦ Brennan’s Inc. v. Dickie Brennan & Co., Inc. - 376 F.3d 356 (5th
Cir. 2004)
◦ Used customer counts as a percentage of attendance at the New
Orleans Convention Center.
◦ "The lost-profits calculation aims to put Brennan's in the position
it would have occupied but for the breach by estimating what
Brennan's would have earned had Dickie's restaurants not caused
confusion in the marketplace."
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Qualified, Relevant & Reliable



The Expert – Qualifications / Lack of Independence



The Data – Is there a “Fit” or an Analytical Gap?



The Assumptions – Same



The Methodology – Failure to follow accepted methodologies
– i.e. Discount to PV, faulty Yardstick, faulty cost analysis



The Opinions – Oversteps Expertise/ Causation



The Report – Federal Court (failure to comply with Rule 26)



The Disclosure/ Designation – follow the rules!
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Expert must be qualified to testify based on specialized knowledge;
Expert opinions must be relevant to the issues in the case & based upon a
reliable foundation;
Expert must have a foundation for his opinions.

GROUNDS FOR EXCLUSION


Not qualified to give opinion;



Testimony and opinions are not reliable;



Testimony is without methodology, technique, or foundation;



Testimony does not provide a sufficient basis for opinions and the underlying
facts and data do not support conclusions and opinions;



Testimony is conclusory;



Testimony is nothing more than subjective beliefs.
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17-year trend w/ cases citing Daubert/Kumho Tire.



Financial expert exclusion rate – 51% in 2016.
◦ Only 13% totally excluded from testifying.
◦ Partial exclusion rate has a growing trend.



Reasons for exclusion:
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Second, Fifth and Ninth Circuits see the most challenges to
financial experts.
Economists see the highest exclusion rates:

Plaintiff’s experts are challenged twice as much as defense
experts, but defense experts have marginally higher
exclusion rates.
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Many claims for lost profits fail because of inadequate
preparation;
The witnesses, the lawyer, and the experts must understand
the theory of the case;
The theory of the case must cover the question of damages;

What is the loss?
How do you measure the loss?
What is the amount of the loss?

45

"To infer cause, the sciences and the law require that: (1) the
cause precedes the effect; (2) covariation exists between the
cause and the effect; and (3) potentially influencing forces are
controlled and ruled out as alternative explanations for the
effect."
Kevin S. Marshall & Kurt J. Beron, Statistics and the Law: Proving
Lost Profit, 2 Tex. Wesleyan L. Rev. 467, 474 (1996)
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Washington v. Kellwood Co., 105 F.Supp.3d 293 (S.D.N.Y.
2015)
◦ Plaintiff designed and sold compression sportswear apparel and
accessories. Partnered with Defendant for manufacturing and
marketing. Defendant terminated its license agreement and
Plaintiff sued for future lost profits.
◦ Both parties moved to strike financial experts.
◦ Plaintiff's yardstick methodology compared Sunday Players line to
Under Armour line and marketing similarities between the two
companies. Yardstick method was found to be reliable.
◦ Defendant used market forecast method and the Court held the
method was unduly speculative and unreliable under Daubert.
◦ Defendant solely relied on subjective belief and unsupported
speculation.
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Quantum Fitness Corporation v. Cybex International, Inc. –
2015 WL 5456995 (S.D.Tex 2015)
◦ Seller of fitness equipment, lost Houston sales rep to competitor
◦ New commercial facilities and residential communities were
primary driver for direct sales of equipment
◦ Expert was able to demonstrate this fact with statistical
correlation analysis
◦ Then used multi-family building permit data for the market area
with a one year lag time (to allow for construction)
◦ Court found that any complaint about use of statistical correlation
data went to the weight of the evidence
◦ Also held that use of building permit data had sufficient factual
and methodological support.
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1993: Celebrity Cruises first full year operating;
Defective filter in whirlpool spa on cruise ship failed to prevent the
growth of bacteria and passengers contracted Legionnaires' Disease
in 1994;
Jury awarded $190 million to Plaintiff for lost profits and lost
enterprise value (Celebrity was purchased by Royal Caribbean in
1997)
Defendant argued Plaintiff's yardstick method was flawed because it
included companies too dissimilar from Celebrity to be valid
surrogates and because it failed to account for a variety of
confounding factors that could have depressed Celebrity's profits.
Celebrity, 478 F. Supp. 2d 440, 445 (S.D.N.Y. 2007)
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Plaintiff compared Celebrity to Carnival, Royal Caribbean, and
American Classics.
Plaintiff's expert connected a measurable amount of lost profits to
the outbreak caused by the faulty filters AND accounted for
potentially confounding factors, thus, plaintiff established a causal
link;
The linchpin of the expert's analysis was his construction of the
yardstick. The yardstick could be validated as a predictor of
Celebrity's performance in one of two ways.
◦ First, if the performance of Celebrity had in the past paralleled that of the
yardstick for a significant period, it would be reasonable to infer that it
would do so in the future as well.
◦ Alternatively, in the absence of sufficient historical data, Celebrity could
demonstrate that the companies that make up the yardstick are similar to
Celebrity in material respects and could therefore be expected to mirror
its performance.



But, Celebrity had only been operating for 1 year in 1994. No
validation for the yardstick analysis. Motion for new trial granted.
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VingCard A.S. v. Merrimac Hospitality – 59 S.W.3d 847 (Tex.
App. – Fort Worth 2001, pet. denied)
◦ Merrimac had exclusive rights to build computer work station for
VingCard’s hotel door keycards and credit cards;
◦ Also to create another version for restaurant industry
◦ Through its president, Merrimac put on evidence of
 experience in the industry,
 established customer base,
 production and sales of the product,
 marketing and distribution capability
 VingCard and Ibertech

◦ The court held these were “objective facts,
figures and data that provided a sufficient reason
to expect the Vision product to yield a profit.”
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Tractebel Energy Marketing, Inc. v. AEP Power Marketing, Inc.
– 487 F.3d 89 (2nd Cir. 2007)
◦ Co-Gen Plant and power sales agreements
◦ 20 year deal
◦ Tractebel quits!
◦ Expert witness with range of damages from $417 million to $604
million
◦ $184 million swing
◦ Trial court said that could not be proof of lost profits to a
“reasonable certainty"
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Second Circuit reverses
Claims the rules for lost profits as “direct damage” are different than
lost profits as “consequential damages”
Do not need to be as certain for “direct damages”
“A person violating his contract should not be permitted entirely to
escape liability because the amount of the damage he has caused is
uncertain.”
Good Article – G. Banks, Lost Profits for Breach of Contract: Would
the Court of Appeals Apply the Second Circuit Analysis, 74 Alb. L.
Rev. 637 (2011)
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Alaska Rent-A-Car, Inc. v. Avis Budget Group, Inc. – 738 F.3d
960 (9th Cir. 2013)
◦ Avis licensee in Alaska sued Avis Budget for breach of contract.
Case was based on Budget entering the market in Alaska. Avis
had bought Budget out of bankruptcy.
◦ Expert compared Budget's growth post-bankruptcy with Alamo
which was bought out of bankruptcy by Cerberus. Because
Budget was associated with Avis, it grew faster. The difference
was considered attributable to the breach.
◦ Used Alamo's national rate of rebound.
◦ Applied the data to Juneau airport market. After entering market,
Budget captured 23.3% of Juneau market. 48% from Alaska RentA-Car and 52% from others. Applied that percentage state wide.
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Alaska Rent-A-Car, Inc.
◦ Calculated Budget's post-bankruptcy market share. Assumed but
for breach, the growth would have been at
◦ Alamo's national rate. Assumed that half of the faster recovery
came at the expense of Alaska Rent-A-Car.
◦ $4.079 million in past and $11.708 million in future lost profits
◦ Affirmed – challenged differences between Alamo and Budget;
Juneau market and entire state and others
◦ All went to the weight of testimony not admissability.
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Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. v. Babcock – 703 F.3d 284 (5th Cir.
2012)
◦ Babcock and others sold insurance service business to Gallagher and
signed non-compete agreements. Left after 4 years and went to a
competitor.
◦ Gallagher CFO compared average profits by Babcock group for 3 years
before departure. Subtracted profits of business that stayed after
departure. Multiplied by 6.5, normal life of client with the firm and got
$2.6 million. Also compared estimated expected profits from acquisition
compared to expected profit from remaining business. Jury awarded $1.2
million.
◦ Flaw in the analysis was that 19 clients left Gallagher, but only 13 followed
Babcock et al. Analysis attributed all loss to Babcock departure.
◦ Gallagher claimed that the specter of litigation may have "spooked" those
addtional clients. Court held this to be too speculative. Award vacated.
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Atlas Copco Tools, Inc. v. Air Power Tool & Hoist, Inc. – 131
S.W.3d 203 (Tex.App-Fort Worth 2004, pet. Denied)
◦ Court reversed award based on a speculative future loss period
and for failing to tie loss profits analysis to established facts and
historical operating results.
◦ Expert also improperly deducted incremental costs and other
expenses incurred in carrying on the business as required by
Texas law.
◦ The Experts assumptions pertaining to the length of the damage
period, sales growth and the failure to account for certain
expenses, created an “analytical gap” between the Expert’s
opinion and the facts, figures or data specific to the case.
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Fluorine On Call v. Fluorogas Ltd – 380 F.3d 849 (5th Cir.
2004)
◦ The court determined that the available remedy was a loss in
market value of an exclusive license for a new business with no
history of profitability.
◦ The expert’s analysis was characterized as future lost profits
which the court found to be speculative.
◦ Court held that the loss in value measure of damages is the
“market value of the asset at the time of breach – not the lost
profits that the asset could have produced in the future.”
◦ …. “the market value of an income-producing asset is inherently
less speculative than lost profits because it is determined as a
single point in time. It represents what a buyer is willing to pay for
the chance to earn speculative profits.”
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Alcatel USA, Inc. v. Cisco Sys. Inc. – 239 F. Supp.2d 660
(E.D.Tex 2002)
◦ Court questioned an acquisition price damages methodology in summary
judgment proceedings that assumed all the value of a company rested on
the alleged misappropriated trade secrets
◦ Defense argued there were no lost profits and the plaintiff could not
recover pursuant to any conceivable damage theory
◦ Court identified reasonable-royalty damage method as an appropriate
approach to recover damages when the trade secret has not been
destroyed, where the plaintiff is unable to prove specific injury, and where
the defendant has not gained any profits to use in valuing the secrets.
◦ Court further addressed that when “damages are uncertain”, the
uncertainty should not “preclude recovery” and the plaintiff should be
afforded every opportunity to prove damages once misappropriation is
shown.
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Capital Metro v. Central Tennessee – 144 S.W.3d 573 (Tex.
App. – Austin 2001, pet. denied)
◦ Freight service provider on rail line; contract terminated, counterclaim
◦ Plaintiff’s expert – historical revenues; estimate of carloads and charges;
projection of costs - $6.6 million
◦ Court –










History of losses;
No identifiable contracts;
Forecasts based on “old” contract with Capitol Metro;
No independent confirmation of 7550 carloads he assumed;
No evidence they could even do that many;
No verification of revenue per carload;
No investigation of management practices; whether it had a business plan;
Admitted that variable costs were running 160% of revenue,
And other problems
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Rock contract – SWN to purchase 1,500,000 tons over three
years. By end of year 2, only 500,000 tons purchased. Agree
on plan for remaining rock to be produced and purchased,
then dispute arises and KT sues.
Claim for lost profits on rock not taken and paid for.
Issues - The physical and financial capacity to crush the
remaining rock
Plaintiff’s expert was not qualified.
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The expert did not examine physically capacity of KT to
perform the work



He just assumed it could after speaking with the owner



He did not speak with anyone else employed by KT



Did not talk to anyone who worked in the field or at the
quarries, and did not talk to anyone who ran the equipment



He never saw the quarries and never saw the equipment



He never investigated how a quarry operates.



He did not look at any source material concerning other
quarries; he did not talk to anyone else in the quarry business
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He did no analysis of whether KT had sufficient employees or
equipment to perform the Agreement.
He did no analysis of whether KT operated at capacity or
under capacity.
He did no analysis of the effect that equipment breakdowns
or declarations of force majeure during the Agreement had on
KT’s purported lost profits
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Financial capacity to crush the remaining rock



Three year contract – KT’s only contract









Losses every year - $758,000 in Year 1, $1,130,635 in Year 2
and $759,665 in a shortened Year 3.
But note obligations of $61,121 per month or $733,452 per
year
They had no capital, over $2,600,000 in losses, but owed
$61,121 per month
According to Plaintiff’s expert, even if SWN had purchased the
rock at 500,000 tons per year, KT would still lose over
$1,200,000.
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One that did not work – Mr. Hancock wanted a tractor. Page v.
Hancock – 200 S.W.2d 421 (Tex. App. – Austin, 1947)
Quotes:
◦ Mr. Hancock was not presently engaged in any business
◦ He had never owned a tractor, never operated one and never seen one
operated.
◦ He had never figured the cost of operating a tractor, nor what the gross
revenue from such an operation would be, except what others had told
him
◦ He would not be able to operate the tractor himself, but would have to
employ someone to run it for him.
◦ He had in mind a man who would run the tractor
◦ But since that person had never operated a tractor, he would have to
employ someone to teach him
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